Across
2. bead belts used by native people to record events
11. to settle in new land
12. the policy of extending control of a region
14. a state of financial ruin
15. a person who travels to another region to communicate a religious message
17. a terrible disease caused by lack of vitamin C, can be fatal
18. english navigators, often pirates
19. feudal like states
20. prime winter beaver pelt

Down
1. a location which an enemy can not take by force
3. an infectious disease that affects the lungs
4. made gentle, happy
5. a non believer
6. groups of people who traded furs for a living
7. settling an issue or dispute without causing any offence
8. being false, betraying someone
9. a document setting out terms of existence
10. runners of the woods
13. having complete control of the market for a certain good or service
16. an alliance, joining of independent states